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Abstract

word representation and deep learning achieved
impressive results because word embeddings enable efficient computation of word similarities
through low-dimensional matrix operations (Kim,
2014). In addition, deep learning models achieved
remarkable performance. Some researchers use
Convolution Neural Network (CNN) for sentiment
classification. CNN utilizes convolution filters applied to local features. CNN models has been
shown to be effective for NLP. For example, the
model of (Dos Santos and Gatti, 2014) used CNN
to form a sentence-level representation for sentiment classification. In addition, Bidirectional
Gated Recurrent Neural Network (Bi-GRNN) is
another deep learning model that has achieved an
excellent result for sentiment analysis and other
traditional tasks (Chung et al., 2014).
Inspired by the models above, the goal of this
research is to build a model for exploiting syntax, semantic, sentiment and context of tweets
by constructing four kinds of embeddings: CharAVs, LexW2Vs, ContinuousW2Vs and DependencyW2Vs. On the other hand, we modify BiGRNN of (Chung et al., 2014) into Bi-CGRNN
to take word embeddings in order to produce a
sentence-wide representation from sentence compositions. Our paper makes the following contributions:

Tweet-level sentiment classification in
Twitter social networking has many challenges: exploiting syntax, semantic, sentiment and context in tweets. To address these problems, we propose a
novel approach to sentiment analysis that
uses lexicon features for building lexicon embeddings (LexW2Vs) and generates character attention vectors (CharAVs) by using a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DeepCNN). Our approach
integrates LexW2Vs and CharAVs with
continuous word embeddings (ContinuousW2Vs) and dependency-based word
embeddings (DependencyW2Vs) simultaneously in order to increase information
for each word into a Bidirectional Contextual Gated Recurrent Neural Network (BiCGRNN). We evaluate our model on two
Twitter sentiment classification datasets.
Experimental results show that our model
can improve the classification accuracy of
sentence-level sentiment analysis in Twitter social networking.

1

Introduction

Tweet-level sentiment classification is a fundamental task of sentiment analysis in Twitter social networking and is essential to understand user
generated contents in social networking. Twitter sentiment classification have intensively researched in recent years (Go et al., 2009) (Nakov
et al., 2016). There are many works related to deep
learning methods involved learning word representation (Socher et al., 2011). Word representation is central to deep learning and essential
feature extractor that encode different features of
words in their dimensions. The combination of

• We construct a tweet processor which standardizes tweets by using pre-processing steps
and a semantic rule-based approach. We construct four kinds of embeddings: CharAvs,
LexW2Vs, ContinuousW2Vs and DependencyW2Vs. A DeepCNN is used for training
CharAVs by producing fixed-size feature vectors and attending on the best feature vectors. CharAVs can capture the morphology
and shape of a word. The morphological and
shape information illustrate how words are
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while the LexW2Vs can capture the sentiment of
words (Shin et al., 2016). DependencyW2Vs derive the syntactic relations of words and exhibit
more functional similarity than the original skipgram embeddings led to form global syntactic contexts of words (Levy and Goldberg, 2014). Twitter
sentiment label belongs to global sentence level
while traditional word embeddings capture local
contexts only. Therefore, DependencyW2Vs are
useful in capturing global context of tweets. On
the other hand, we create two advanced embeddings by integrating LexW2Vs and CharAVs with
ContinuousW2Vs and DependencyW2Vs for BiCGRNN. A Bi-CGRNN is enhanced from a standard Bi-GRNN of (Chung et al., 2014) by incorporating contextual features (e.g., dependency-based
contexts) into the model. The Bi-CGRNN produces a sentence-level representation from sentence compositions in order to maintain the order
of word and capture syntax, semantic, sentiment
and context of a sentence based on these embeddings.

formed, and their relationship to other words.
• We create an integration of CharAVs and
LexW2Vs with ContinuousW2Vs and DependencyW2Vs. Such embeddings are advanced continuous word embeddings and advanced dependency-based word embeddings.
• We modify a standard Bi-GRNN to be a BiCGRNN by incorporating contextual features
(e.g., Syntactic contexts) in order to take both
advanced word embeddings. The output of
Bi-CGRNN is sentence compositions that are
formed into a sentence-wide representation.
The purpose of Bi-CGRNN is to connect the
information of words in a sequence and maintain the order of words for a sentence-level
representation.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 describes the model architecture which introduces the structure of the model. We explain
the basic idea of the model and the way of constructing the model. Section 3 shows results and
analysis and Section 4 summarizes this paper.

2
2.1

2.2

Model architecture

Data Preparation

• Stanford - Twitter Sentiment Corpus (STS
Corpus): STS Corpus contains 1,600K training tweets collected by a crawler from (Go
et al., 2009). (Go et al., 2009) constructed a
test set manually with 177 negative and 182
positive tweets. The Stanford test set is small.
However, it has been widely used in different
evaluation tasks (Go et al., 2009) (Dos Santos
and Gatti, 2014).

Basic Idea

Our proposed model consists of a tweet processor
and a deep learning module that are treated as two
distinct components. The tweet processor standardizes tweets, applies semantic rules and then
generates embeddings. The deep learning module is a combination of Bi-CGRNN and DeepCNN. To formulate our challenges in increasing
the classification accuracy, we illustrate the basic
idea of our model in Figure 1 as follows: Tweets
are firstly considered by the tweet processor based
on pre-processing steps of (Go et al., 2009) and the
semantic rule-based approach from (Appel et al.,
2016). Then, we construct four kinds of embeddings in the representation-level step: ContinuousW2Vs, CharAVs, LexW2Vs and DependencyW2Vs, where CharAVs are generated from
a DeepCNN. The DeepCNN is constructed from
two wide convolutions which can learn to recognize specific n-grams at every position in a word
and allow features to be extracted independently
of these positions in the word. These features
maintain the order and relative positions of characters and are formed at a higher abstract level. In
those embeddings, ContinuousW2Vs take the syntax and semantic of words (Mikolov et al., 2013)

• Health Care Reform (HCR): This dataset
was constructed by crawling tweets containing the hashtag #hcr (Speriosu et al., 2011).
The task of this paper is to predict positive/negative tweets.
2.3

Tweet Processor

We first take the unique properties of Twitter to reduce the feature space such as Username, Usage of
links, None, URLs and Repeated Letters. We then
process retweets, stop words, links, URLs, mentions, punctuation and accentuation. For emoticons in the dataset, we consider them as words in
order that deep learning classifiers can capture information from emoticons. Because the test set
contains emoticons, they do not influence classifiers if emoticons do not contain in its training
data. Therefore, the emoticons would be useful
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Figure 1: The overview of a deep learning system.
continuous word-level embedding rword , we use a
pre-trained word-level. We build every word wi
into two advanced word embeddings:

when classifying test data by using deep learning model. However, our preprocessing steps are
different from (Go et al., 2009), they remove the
emoticons out from their training datasets because
they revealed that the training process makes the
usage of emoticons as noisy labels and if they
consider the emoticons, there is a negative impact
on classification accuracy. In addition, traditional
classifiers can not focus on non-emoticons (e.g.,
unigrams and bi-grams) to predict exactly the sentiment of tweets. After the pre-processing steps,
we apply the semantic rules based on the idea of
(Appel et al., 2016) and use a tweet processor from
our previous work (Nguyen and Nguyen, 2017) to
remove unnecessary sub-sentences from tweets in
order that the deep learning model learns essential
features from tweets. The semantic rule-based approach can handles negation and shows advances
led to effectively affect the output of classifiers.
2.4

• Advanced continuous word embeddings vi =
[ri ; ei ; li ] is constructed by three sub-vectors:
the pre-trained word-level embedding ri ∈
word
Rd
, the character attention vector ei ∈
l
R of wi where l is the length of the filter
of wide convolutions, the lexicon embedding
score
li ∈ Rd
where dscore is list of sentiment
scores for that word in lexicon datasets.
• Advanced dependency-based word embeddings di = [dei , ei ; li ] is also built by three
sub-vectors: the dependency-based word emword
bedding dei ∈ Rd
, the character attention vector ei and the lexicon embedding li .
The advanced dependency-based word embeddings contain syntactic contexts and is
increased information from LexW2Vs and
CharAVs.

Representation Level

In this section, we describe how the kinds of
embeddings are constructed by the representation module. To construct embedding inputs for
our model, we use a fixed-sized word vocabulary V word and a fixed-sized character vocabulary
V char . Given a word wi is composed from characters {c1 , c2 , ..., cM }, the character-level embeddings are encoded by column vectors ui in the emchar
char |
bedding matrix W char ∈ Rd ×|V
, where
V char is the size of the character vocabulary. For

This deals with three main problems: (i) Sentences
have any different size; (ii) Important information
of characters that can appear at any position in
a word are extracted; (iii) The syntax, semantic,
sentiment, context and the morphology of words
in a sentence are captured by concatenating two
advanced embeddings via Bi-CGRNN in order to
produce sentence representation.
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Lexicon dataset
Bing Liu Opinion Lexicon

We have N fixed-size CharAVs corresponding
to word-level embeddings in a sentence. In subsection 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, we illustrate the methods
of constructing LexW2Vs, CharAVs using DeepCNN and DependencyW2Vs.
2.5

NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon
Sentiment140 Lexicon
NRC Sentiment140 Lexicon

Lexicon Embeddings (LexW2Vs)

The LexW2Vs are constructed by taking scores
from various lexicon datasets. In lexicon datasets,
each word contains key-value pairs in which the
key is a word and the value is a list of sentiment
scores for that word. These scores range from -1 to
1, where -1 is most negative and 1 is most positive,
respectively.
For each word wi ∈ V word , where V word is a
fixed-sized word vocabulary, a lexicon embedding
is constructed by concatenating all of the scores
among lexicon datasets with respect to wi . If wi
does not exist in a certain dataset, 0 value is substituted. The lexicon embedding is a form of a
score
vector li ∈ Rd
, where dscore is the total number of scores across all lexicon datasets. We use
seven lexicon datasets for building LexW2Vs:

MaxDiff Twitter Sentiment
Lexicon
Hashtag
Affirmative
and
Negated Context Sentiment
Lexicon
Large-Scale Twitter-Specific
Sentiment Lexicon

The type of words
Sentiment
adjective
words
Hashtag emotion words
& Hashtag topic words
Emoticons & Sentiment words
Affirmative
context
words & Sentiment140
Negated Context words
Twitter
sentiment
words
Hashtag
affirmative
words & Negated
contextual words
Colloquial words &
Emoticons

Table 1: The types of words in lexicon dataset.
We call such lexicon-based features as lexicon
embeddings because embeddings are a feature input of deep learning model and describe the properties of a word or a phrase. Each word in each
lexicon datasets actually has many values that can
be built by training a neural network. The deep
learning model uses this input for calculating a
computational graph (weight matrix) that describe
relatedness among words (n-gram order).

• Bing Liu Opinion Lexicon (Hu and Liu,
2004).

2.6

• NRC Hashtag Sentiment Lexicon (Mohammad et al., 2013).

Character Attention Vectors (CharAVs)

Figure 2 describes the way of forming a character attention vector. We use a DeepCNN with two
wide convolutions. The first convolution produces
a fixed-size character feature vector named mgram features by extracting local features around
each character window of the given word and using a max pooling over vertical character windows. The second convolution retrieves the fixedsize character feature and transforms the representation to yield a character attention vector by performing max pooling on each row of matrix instead of each column. The purpose of this method
is to attend on the highest n-gram feature in order to transform these m-gram features at previous level into a representation at a more focused
abstract level and produces an attention over only
the best feature vector. Character attention vectors has two advantages: One is that this model
could adaptively assign an importance score to
each piece of word embedding according to its semantic relatedness with characters of each word.
Another advantage is that this attention model is
differentiable, so that it could be easily trained
together with other components in an end-to-end
fashion. In the next sub-section, we introduce the

• Sentiment140 Lexicon (Mohammad et al.,
2013).
• NRC Sentiment140 Lexicon (Kiritchenko
et al., 2014).
• MaxDiff Twitter Sentiment Lexicon (Kiritchenko et al., 2014).
• National Research Council Canada (NRC)
Hashtag Affirmative and Negated Context
Sentiment Lexicon (Kiritchenko et al., 2014).
• Large-Scale Twitter-Specific Sentiment Lexicon (Tang et al., 2014).
The purpose of building LexW2Vs is to take the
different kinds of words for capturing the different sentiments of words. Table 1 illustrates the
type of words for each dataset. We share idea
with (Shin et al., 2016). However, our LexW2Vs
are distinguished their approaches in the aspect:
We cover the colloquial expressions and colloquial
emoticons in tweets by using Large-scale TwitterSpecific Sentiment Lexicon.
539

a word at the margins. The resulting matrix has
dimension d × (s + m − 1).

structure of CNN with wide convolution.

2.7

To construct context embeddings, we use the idea
of (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) to derive syntactic
contexts based on the syntactic relations of a word.
Most previous works on neural word embeddings
take the contexts of a word by computing linearcontext words that precede and follow the target
word. However, these contexts can be exploited
similar by generalizing the SKIP-GRAM model.
The model for learning Dependency-based Word
Vectors is improved from SKIP-GRAM model in
which the linear bag of words contexts are replaced with arbitrary word contexts from dependency tree. Syntactic contexts are derived from
produced dependency parse-trees. Specifically,
the bag-of-words in the SKIP-GRAM model yield
broad topical similarities, while the dependencybased contexts yield more functional similarities
of a cohyponym nature. In the SKIP-GRAM
model, the contexts of a word are the words surrounding it in the text. However, there is a limitation of SKIP-GRAM word embeddings: Contexts need not correspond to all of the words and
the number of context-types maybe larger than the
number of word-types. Therefore, dependencybased contexts capture more information than bagof-words contexts. In Figure 3, the contexts are
extracted for each word in the sentence and the
contexts of a word are derived from syntactic relations of a word in the sentence. For parsing syntactic dependencies, we use a parser from (Goldberg
and Nivre, 2013) for Stanford dependencies and
the corpus are tagged with parts-of-speech using
Stanford parser 1 .
After parsing each sentence, we consider word
context as Figure 3: For a target word w with modifiers m1 , m2 , ..., mn and a head h, we form the
contexts as (m1 , lbl1 ), ..., (mn , lbln ), (h, lblh−1 ),
where lbl is the type of the dependency relation
between the head and the modifier, lbl−1 is used
to mark the inverse-relation. The advantages of
syntactic dependencies are inclusive and more focused than bag-of-words. In addition, they can
capture relations that out-of-reach with small windows and filter out contexts that are not directly related to the target word. For example, Australian

Figure 2: DeepCNN for the sequence of character
embeddings of a word. For example with 1 region
size is 2 and 4 feature maps in the first convolution and 1 region size is 3 with 3 feature maps in
the second convolution. The CharAVs is then created by performing max pooling on each row of
the attention matrix.
Convolutional Neural Network: The convolution has a filter vector m and take the dot product
of filter m with each m-grams in the sequence of
characters si ∈ R of a word in order to obtain a
sequence c:
cj = mT sj−m+1:j

Dependency-based Word Vectors
(DependencyW2Vs)

(1)

Based on Equation 1, we have two types of convolutions that depend on the range of the index j.
The narrow type requires that s ≥ m and produce a sequence c ∈ Rs−m+1 . The wide type
does not require on s or m and produce a sequence
c ∈ Rs+m−1 . Out-of-range input values si where
i < 1 or i > s are taken to be zero.
Wide Convolution: Given a word wi composed
of M characters {c1 , c2 , ..., cM }, we take a charchar
acter embedding ui ∈ Rd
for each character ci and construct a character matrix W char ∈
char
Rd
×|V char |. The values of the embeddings ui
are parameters that are optimized during training.
The trained weights in the filter m correspond to
a feature detector which learns to recognize a specific class of n-grams. The use of a wide convolution has some advantages more than a narrow convolution because a wide convolution ensures that
all weights of filter reach the whole characters of

1
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Based on these equations, adding dependencybased word vector T is corresponding to considering a composite input [xi , T ] to the GRNN cell that
concatenates the advanced continuous word embeddings and advanced dependency-based word
embeddings.

is not used as the context for discovers. Therefore, we have more focused embeddings that capture more functional and less topical similarity.

rt = σ(Wxr xt + Whr ht−1 + WTi T + br )
zt = σ(Wxz xt + Whz ht−1 + WTi T + bz )
ĥt = g(xt Wxh + (rt

ht−1 )Whh + WTi T + bh )

ht = (1 − zt )

3 Results and Analysis

Contextual Gated Recurrent Neural
Network (CGRNN)

3.1

Data
STS

rt = σ(Wxr xt + Whr ht−1 + br )
ĥt = g(xt Wxh + (rt
ht = (1 − zt )

ht−1 )Whh + bh )
ht−1 + zt

Experimental setups

For the Stanford Twitter Sentiment Corpus (STS
Corpus), we use the number of samples as
(Dos Santos and Gatti, 2014). The training data
is selected 80K tweets for a training data and 16K
tweets for the development set randomly from the
training data of (Go et al., 2009). We conduct a
binary prediction for STS Corpus.
In Health Care Reform Corpus (HCR Corpus),
we also select 10% randomly for the development
set in a training set and construct as (Da Silva
et al., 2014) for comparison. We describe the summary of datasets in Table 2.

Gated Recurrent Neural Network: The BiGRNN is a version of (Chung et al., 2014) in
which a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) has two
gates, a reset gate rt and a update gate zt . Intuitively, the reset gate determines how to combine the new input with the previous memory, and
the update gate defines how much of the previous memory to keep around. We use GRUs for
our model because GRUs are quite new and their
tradeoffs have not been fully explored yet. On the
other hand, GRUs have fewer parameters (U and
W are smaller) and thus may train a bit faster or
need less data to generalize. The equation 2 illustrates the construction of a GRU cell:
zt = σ(Wxz xt + Whz ht−1 + bz )

ĥt .
(3)

This approach of concatenating syntactic contexts and word embeddings works better in practice and deal with the context challenge in sentiment analysis.

Figure 3: Dependency-based context extraction
example (Levy and Goldberg, 2014)
2.8

ht−1 + zt

HCR

(2)

Set
Train
Dev
Test
Train
Dev
Test

N
80K
16K
359
621
636
665

c
2
2

lw
33
28
21
25
26
20

lc
110
48
16
70
16
16

|Vw |

|Vc |

67083

134

3100

60

Table 2: Summary statistics for the datasets after
using semantic rules. c: the number of classes.
N : The number of tweets. lw : Maximum sentence length. lc : Maximum character length. |Vw |:
Word alphabet size. |Vc |: Character alphabet size.

ĥt .

Contextual Gated Recurrent Neural Network:
Based on the idea of GRNN model, we build a
power of syntactic contexts into a standard BiGRNN model which adapt GRNN cell to take both
words and syntactic contexts by modifying the
equations representing operations of the GRNN
cell. A GRNN cell is added dependency-based
word vector T to reset gate, update gate and hidden state. In the Equation 3, the term in bold is the
modification made to the original GRNN equation.

Hyperparameters: For all datasets, the filter window size (h) is 7 with 6 feature maps each for the
first wide convolution layer, the second wide convolution layer has a filter window size of 1 with 14
feature maps each. Dropout rate (p) is 0.5, l2 constraint, learning rate is 0.1 and momentum of 0.9.
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Model
CharSCNN/Pre-trained (Dos Santos
and Gatti, 2014)
CharSCNN/Random (Dos Santos and
Gatti, 2014)
SCNN/Pre-trained (Dos Santos and
Gatti, 2014)
SCNN/Random (Dos Santos and Gatti,
2014)
MaxEnt (Go et al., 2009)
NB (Go et al., 2009)
SVM (Go et al., 2009)
SVM-BoW
SVM-BoW + lex
RF-BoW
RF-BoW + lex
LR-BoW
LR-BoW + lex
MNB-BoW
MNB-BoW + lex
ENS (RF + MNB + LR) - BoW
ENS (SVM + RF + MNB + LR) - BoW
+ lex
Bi-CGRNN + CharAVs + LexW2Vs +
GoogleW2Vs
Bi-CGRNN + CharAVs + LexW2Vs +
GloveW2Vs
Bi-CGRNN + GoogleW2Vs
Bi-GRNN + CharAVs + GoogleW2Vs
Bi-GRNN + LexW2Vs + GoogleW2Vs

Mini-batch size for STS Corpus is 100 and HCR
corpus is 4. Training is done through stochastic
gradient descent over shuffled mini-batches with
Adadelta update rule (Zeiler, 2012).
Pre-trained Word Vectors: We use the publicly available Word2Vec 2 trained from 100 billion
words from Google and TwitterGlove 3 of Stanford
is performed on aggregated global word-word cooccurrence statistics from a corpus. Word2Vec has
dimensionality of 300 and Twitter Glove have dimensionality of 200. Words that do not present in
the set of pre-train words are initialized randomly.
3.2

Experimental results

Table 3 shows the results of our model for sentiment analysis against other models. The different kinds of models are constructed to evaluate
the impacts of embeddings on classification accuracy. We build the Bi-CGRNN enhanced CharAVs and LexW2Vs. In addition, we evaluate separately the effectiveness of CharAVs and LexW2Vs
on Twitter datasets by incorporating with standard
Bi-GRNN.
We compare our model performance with the
approaches of (Go et al., 2009) and (Dos Santos and Gatti, 2014). The model of (Go et al.,
2009) displays the good results in the previous
time and the model of (Dos Santos and Gatti,
2014) reported the state-of-the-art so far by using
a charSCNN. Our model shows the result of 88.57
is the best prediction accuracy for STS Corpus.
For HCR Corpus, we compare the performance
with the results of (Da Silva et al., 2014) that used
an ensemble of multiple base classifiers (ENS)
such as Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF),
SVM and Logistic Regression (LR). The ENS
model is combined with bag-of-words (BoW), feature hashing (FH) and lexicons (lex). Our model
outperforms the model of (Da Silva et al., 2014)
with result of 80 so far.
3.3

3

HCR
-

81.9

-

85.2

-

82.2

-

83.0
82.7
82.2
-

73.99
75.94
70.83
72.93
73.83
74.73
72.48
75.33
75.19
76.99

88.5

78.47

86.9

80.0

85.7
86.0
88.0

77.74
79.09
78.79

Table 3: Accuracy of different models for binary
classification.

CharAVs are more effective in small dataset than
LexW2Vs. In addition, the Bi-CGRNN enhanced
CharAVs and LexW2Vs have a great impact on
Twitter datasets. Table 4 displays the effectiveness of our model in predicting the tweets. In
the table 4, the Bi-GRNN using LexW2Vs captures the positive words (green words) and negative words (red words) for computing scores and
predicts wrong labels because of the contexts of
tweets while the Bi-CGRNN enhanced CharAVs
and LexW2Vs recognizes contexts for true prediction. For example, the model using LexW2Vs predicts the last tweet to be positive because ’strong’
word has sentiment stronger than ’no’ word, however, the context of this tweet is negative. The
pre-train word vectors are good, universal feature
extractors. The syntactic contexts support in dealing context problems in tweets and the lexicons
support word embeddings in dealing the sentiment
of tweets. The difference between our model and
other approaches is the ability of our model to capture enough features and combine these features at
high level. In addition, the usage of DeepCNN for
characters can learns a structure of words in higher
abstract level. LexW2Vs and syntactic contexts

Analysis

The model with CharAVs and LexW2Vs built
on top of GoogleW 2V vectors and DependencyW2Vs is effective in order to increase classification accuracy. These experiments show that
CharAVs and LexW2Vs achieve good performances and contribute in enhancing information
for words. However, the experiments indicate that
2

STS
86.4

code.google.com/p/word2vec/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Model
Bi-CGRNN + CharAVs
LexW2Vs
Bi-GRNN + LexW2Vs
Bi-CGRNN + CharAVs
LexW2Vs
Bi-GRNN + LexW2Vs
Bi-CGRNN + CharAVs
LexW2Vs
Bi-GRNN + LexW2Vs

+
+
+

Input from HCR Corpus
@seanbaran74 well that’s what’s next. after #hcr
they’ll save the environment, give us CFLs and take
away our TVs.
All of us fighting for #HCR ask ourselves who
#imherefor. Who are you fighting for? http://bit.ly/9-st
Stephen Lynch strong ’no’ on health bill despite talk
with President obama http://bit.ly/cQIujP #hcr #tcot
#tlot

Gold Label
Negative
Positive
Negative

Prediction
True
False
True
False
True
False

Table 4: The label prediction between the Bi-GRNN model using LexW2Vs and the Bi-CGRNN model
using CharAVs and LexW2Vs (The red words are negative and the green words are positive).
contribute in supporting information for word embeddings. This helps the model not only learns
to recognize single n-grams of a word, negation,
but also patterns in n-grams led to form a structure
significance of a sentence.
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Conclusions
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In the present work, we build a model that solves
four challenges in Twitter: syntax, semantic, sentiment and context. Our results show the wellestablish evidence that CharAVs, LexW2Vs and
DependencyW2Vs are important ingredients for
ContinuousW2Vs in increasing classification accuracy for sentiment analysis. Our source and processed data are available at Github4 .
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